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Sir Richard Church

VII. 1827.

fl^O students of history Sir Richard Church's name is chiefly known
L in connexion with the operations of the Greek army during

the closing years of the war of independence. His interest in the
Greeks was, as has been shown, no new sentiment. He had sym-
pathised with their humiliation as early as 1801, when a boy-soldier
in Abercromby's army, and his later command of Greek levies in
the Ionian islands and the Peloponnesus had induced him not only
to form a high opinion of their military capabilities, but also to
cherish a sincere attachment to their character as displayed in
many of his comrades in arms. On their side, the Greeks, who
came in contact with him in the light infantry regiments which he
had raised, were irresistibly drawn towards his frank and sympa-
thetic nature, and would have done any service to merit his appro-
bation and win his esteem. It was natural, in these mutual
relations, that the war of independence which broke out in 1821
should excite the deepest sympathy in one whose military and
patriotic teaching had directly contributed to the insurrection.
The only matter of surprise is that Church did not at once throw
his lot in with his old officers and place his sword at the service of
the Hellenic nation. The reasons are doubtless to be found in the
weariness and disgust which attended his late experience in Palermo
and Naples ; in the reluctance of a British officer to risk his rank
in his own service by volunteering in a cause which could not be
countenanced byihe Horse Guards; and in the natural desire, after
so many years of exile and hard fighting, to settle awhile at home,
among friends and. in civilised society, and to take such pleasure
and advancement as might be in store for him. Even so genuine
an enthusiast as Sir Eichard Church might well reflect before he
sacrificed rank, fortune, ease, and prospects, in a cause which from
the outset seemed absolutely desperate.

But as the war went on, and Greece grew weaker and weaker,
he found his thoughts incessantly engrossed in her fate; and at
length he could no longer resist the impulse to throw himself into
the fight. In 1825 he was in frequent communication with Mr.
Canning on the subject of the future of Greece, and soon after-
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498 SIR RICHARD CHURCH July

wards the Greek deputies in London were soliciting his aid; but
misunderstanding his character they, coupled their invitation with
inducements of high pay, and of course received an indignant
refusal.13 If he went at all, he said, it should be without the sus-
picion of self-interest or the hope of reward. In this frame of
mind he wrote to his friend Blaquiere, the well-known Philhellene :

16 Feb. 1826.

The cause is a sacred one, and Heaven will not abandon it in its hour
of need. What do the Greeks wish me to do ? Do they wish me to go ?
Do they wish that I shou'd not go ? They moat be explioit. I have no
bargain to make with them, and this they dearly understand. I am ready
to sacrifice everything to the cause, and this they know fall well. . . . It
is the feeling of my heart, and one that years has cherished. But I will
not go as an Adventurer, no, never. What I have done for the Greeks,
they themselves well know; if I have not done more, it is their fault and
not mine. But this state of uncertainty must have an end—it Villa me
by inches. . . . Do the Greeks wish me to go, or not ? It is for them
to determine. If they think my services can be of use to their cause, let
them say so, let them invite me. I ask no more, and I will with as little
delay as possible add one more individual to the number of warriors
fighting for Greece and freedom.

At length the official invitation was issued. Like the ' man of
Macedonia,' the administrative commission of Greece sent forth
the appeal: ' Come over and help us.' The formal request, written
in Greek (with translations in French and English), is dated
Napoli di Romania, 30 August, 1826 (O.S.) :—

Excellency,—Your well-known military experience, joined to your
noble sentiments and love of liberty, were calculated to draw towards you
the attention of the Greek government, and the more so as it is suffi-
ciently convinced of the warmth of your wishes for the success of the
sacred struggle of Greece. The government has long desired and wished
to see your excellency connected with the struggle of Greece for her holy
rights; this would be considered a most fortunate event for our country,
which would rightly expect from your talents great and pre-eminent ad-
vantages. The government, therefore, founding its hopes on your sincere
love of Greece, and on your desire of real glory, invites your excellency
expressly by these presents, and requests you to hasten to Greece, that you
may take a principal part in her contest, and one conformable to your
rank and character, and that you may employ your distinguished talents
for the benefit of the Greek nation. The government confidently trusts
that you will readily accept this invitation. It awaits with impatience
your arrival, which it hopes will not be delayed, since the present critical
position of Greece renders it most desirable.

Among the signatories to this document were the president,
Andreas Zaemes, P. Mavromichales, A. Deliyannes, A. Monarchides,
J. Vlachos, and other well-known names.

*• FinUy's imputation of ' mercenary' service (vi. 416, 417) is, like many other of
his statements and inferences, the reverse of the truth.
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1890 SIR RICHARD CHURCH 499

More impetuous was the personal letter which soon followed **
from Church's former officer, and most typical of Klephts, Koloko-
trones. Though parted for eight years, he tells the general—

My soul has never been absent from you. . . . We, your old com-
panions in arms . . . are fighting for our country—Greece, so dear to
you 1—that we may obtain our rights, as men and as a people, and our
liberty. . . . How has your soul been able to remain from us ? . . . I
know your love for [Greece] increases in the same proportion as the
respect and esteem of your old companions increases with regard to your-
self. They all salute you most cordially, and hope even now soon to
obtain your co-operation. Come 1 Come 1 and take up arms for Greece,
or assist her with your talents, your virtues, and your abilities, that you
may claim her eternal gratitude I

It is easy to imagine Church's reply to such an appeal. Yet he
accepted in full cognisance of all the difficulties in his path. Per-
sonal sacrifices were nothing to him ; even his recent marriage (in
July) to a sister of Sir Robert Wilmot Horton (who was under-
secretary for the colonies in Canning's ministry and afterwards
governor of Ceylon) did not weigh in the balance against what he
felt to be the call of duty. He knew the perilous uncertainty of
the enterprise, and it is characteristic of his generous nature that,
whilst freely devoting his all to the cause, he resolutely refused to
have to answer to any friend for leading him into possible disaster.
His letters to the officers who volunteered to accompany him are
full of considerate balancing of risks. ' Count the cost' was his
invariable advice. Nor was he blind to the jealousies and dissen-
sions which paralysed the action of the Greeks, or to the lack
of funds and provisions, which was enough to damp the ardour
of better troops than the undisciplined levies of Karaiskakes and
Gordon.

In spite of all this he went, and November found him at Naples,
successfully negotiating with his old ally Luigi De' Medicis for the
opening of the ports of Apulia to Greek provision ships. He was
at Leghorn in January 1827, and arrived in ArgoHs, on the eastern
coast of the Peloponnesus, in March, a few days before Lord
Cochrane's yacht made its appearance. The state of Greece was
then well-nigh desperate. Ibrahim Pasha, son of the viceroy of
Egypt, held the western side of the Peloponnesus with an army of
nearly 50,000 men of all arms. His troops were strongly posted from
Navarino to Patras, and he was receiving, so far, ample supplies
from Alexandria. His personal ferocity, the raids of the Egyptians
into central Peloponnesus, and the looting of helpless villages, had
crushed the spirit of the inhabitants in many districts, insomuch
that the Greeks on the west coast were beginning to submit to his
yoke. Towards the eastern coast the people were still in arms—

" Napoli di Bomania, J} September 1826.
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600 SIR RICHARD CHURCH July

perhaps to the number of 10,000; the Maniats, the men of Sparta,
of Monemvasia, and Corinth, were still able to harass the enemy;
but it was hardly possible that they could repel him if he attempted
to advance on Nauplia or Hydra. In continental Greece matters
were even worse. Mesolonghi had fallen ; the Turks held the
northern shore of the gulf of Corinth with numerous garrisons,
and kept their communications open for supplies and reinforcements
with Larissa, Monastir, Arta, Preveaa, and Joannina ; whilst
Reshid Pasha Kiutabi dominated Attica with 40,000 men. Athens
itself had fallen, but the Acropolis, garrisoned by over a thousand
volunteers, and a small force of regulars under Colonel Fabvier,
still withstood the pasha's siege. Between these two fires—Eeshid
in Attica and Ibrahim in the Peloponnesus—stood what remained
of the Greek army. About 4,000 men under Karaiskakes were
posted at Keratsina, near Port Phoron opposite Salamis, and
Colonel Gordon had established a brigade on the heights of the
Phalerum. Whatever good these small forces might have effected
if properly employed was for the time frustrated by the dissensions
of the Greek leaders. Two distinct assemblies, each styling itself
the national assembly, were sitting, the one at Aegina, the other
at Hermione (Kastri): the former advocated moderate measures,
under the guidance of President Notaras; the latter was overruled
by the turbulent spirit of Kolokotrones. Each rendered the other
futile, and hampered the efforts of the provisional government,
which was then led by the temperate counsels of President Zaemes.

Such was the depressing condition of the Greeks when Sir
Richard Church landed near Kastri on 18 March, 1827. He was
received with enthusiasm as an old friend by Kolokotrones, and
with esteem by a staunch Philhellene, Captain Hamilton, of H.M.S.
• Cambrian,' who described him as ' certainly a fine fellow, but a
complete Irishman, with their great virtues and little faults.55

Karaiskakes sent him a warm letter of welcome, and begged the
assembly to make him commander-in-chief. The government at
Aegina, to whom he immediately reported himself, was equally
sanguine as to the good influence he would bring to bear upon the
distracted nation. Church took neither part in the dispute between
the assemblies, but established himself at Poros to consider the
situation. Here he received invitations from both sides to mediate
between them; and so successful were his arguments that all differ-
ences were rapidly smoothed away, and a combined assembly,
uniting all parties, was appointed to meet at Troezene (Damala).16

» Hamilton to Stratford Canning, Poros, 19 April, 1827.
" A letter from Kolokotrones to Church, 24 Much (6 April), distinctly ascribes

this happy result to Sir Biohard's mediation, and the same conviction is stated by
Capt Pallon, AJXC. (letter to Sir B. Wilmot Horton, 14 Nov. 1828), who adds : ' No
other person conld have effected the herculean task of accommodating and reconciling
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1890 SIR RICHARD CHURCH 501

This new body proceeded to the election of chief officers in April,
and appointed Count John Capodistrias37 president of Greece, Lord
Cochrane high admiral, and Sir E. Church archistrategos or com-
mander-in-chief of the land forces.38 He took the oaths on sword
and book, 15 April.

The new generalissimo's first anxiety was of course to relieve
the Acropolis of Athens, but without men, money, ammunition, or
food, how was this to be done ? Church's opinion was strongly in
favour of a diversion in continental Greece, which, by raising the
Albanians, Epirots, Akarnanians, and others, should draw off the
attention of the besiegers from the Acropolis; but he was fully
aware of the hazards of this plan. There was a pressing want of
money and transports, the northern Greeks might not rise at his
summons, the Turkish garrisons on the gulf of Corinth were
numerous, and meanwhile the Acropolis might fall. Another plan
he recommended was an expedition to Negropont, to cut off the
Turkish supplies and communications. The council of war did not
support either project.89 Lord Cochrane had from the outset
strenuously insisted on an immediate advance on Athens, in order
at all costs to bring out the garrison; but this proposal was
equally combated by the Greek generals, and could not prudently
be attempted unless a strong contingent were sent to reinforce the
army in Attica. Such a force could only be drawn from the
Peloponnesus, which would consequently be exposed to imminent
danger from Ibrahim's army; and «very position that could be
maintained between the forces of Ibrahim and Reshid naturally
lessened the serious risk of a junction being effected between the
Turks and the Egyptians.

Nevertheless, it was resolved that Karaiskakes' army at Ports
Phoron and Phalerum must be reinforced, whatever might subse-
quently be decided with regard to an immediate advance upon
Athens. In three days Church had made his preparations for
transporting 4,500 men from the eastern coasts of the Peloponnesus
to Attica ; and on 18 April he proceeded on Cochrane's schooner to
the port of the Phalerum to reconnoitre the positions of the two
armies. Sailing along the coast, the Turks' principal batteries on
the Philopappus (near the Museum) could be seen shelling the

hitherto inimical parties.' Kolokotronea concluded his letter with the deprecatory
sentence: o! "EAATJUI fivai 6jt6fir] ISros rliwior, mu vrfruitri TA 'EAATJKUCA, tin /i)) Suira-
fHtrrqaQt ofaas tb*6\ai f alnd.

" Finlay regards this appointment as made in opposition to the two Cannings
(vi. 421 and note): the fact is that Sir Stratford Canning was consulted and approved
it (Life of Sir Stratford Canning, i. 448).

** The appointment was not solicited (or ' obtained,' in Finlay's suggestive word),
but freely offered.

" ' Church's plan for taking possession of all the posts and passes in rear of
Athens, for the purpose of cutting off the Turkish supplies, was strongly combated '

Capt. Fallon's Diary).
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502 SIR RICHARD CHURCH July

Acropolis ; they held most of the plain beneath, were strongly
posted in the great olive wood, and had a series of redoubts opposite
the Greek camp at Phoron, which they cut off from the force on
the Phalerum by retaining a garrison at the monastery of St.
Spiridion on the neck of land between the Peiraeus and the port of
Munychia. The armies were thus curiously intersected, and
Turkish forces separated the three Greek divisions in a menacing
manner.40 The chief hope lay in the free communication which
existed between the two camps on the coast and the fleet under
Lord Cochrane in the Peiraeus.

On the 19th Church went ashore at Port Phoron (' Harbour of
Thieves ' once, and perhaps not yet quite purified), under a some-
what embarrassing salute of ball cartridges, and was received by
Karaiskakes in great state, in spite of the misery of his camp,
where there was no bread, hardly any meat, no stores, and only
fifty-three boxes of cartridges.

The next few days were spent in bringing over the reinforce-
ments to the Phalerum, 25 April; in moving Karaiskakes, after
much remonstrance, from Phoron to a better position on the
Peiraeus 26 April; in reconnoitring the enemy's outposts, and
taking a few of the nearest tambours or breastworks.

The small skirmishes of the week may be passed over; but
a word must be said of the slaughter of the majority (170) of the
garrison of St. Spiridion, after their surrender on terms of safe
conduct on 28 April. Church felt the dishonour so keenly that he
resigned his command, and for a day nothing could appease his
indignation ; but as the evidence came before him in detail, he con-
vinced himself that the massacre of the Turks was the result of an
accidental quarrel, and was not premeditated; and that Karaiskakes
and Zavellas, who commanded the Greek escort, believed they had
taken every precaution against an outbreak of illwill, and when
the disturbance began used their utmost endeavours (according to
their own statements) at some personal risk to quell it and save
the garrison. Church himself could in no way be held responsible,
since he was waiting at his head-quarters at the old arsenal of
the Peiraeus for Karaiskakes to return and report the result of
his mission to the monastery, and had no suspicion that the
Greek general would march the garrison out then and there ; and
when the march began, there was of course no time to do anything
but look on in helpless horror from the opposite shore.

Meanwhile circumstances were driving the general more and
more irresistibly towards the premature advance which he so much
deprecated. Lord Cochrane had urgently pressed this course from
the first, and a despatch from the garrison at the Acropolis left
little room for any alternative. In this despatch (April ±£),

" Capt. Fallon's Diary, 18 April 1827.
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1890 SIR RICHARD CHURCH 508

after reproaching the Greek commanders with want of good faith
in not sooner coming to their rescue, the leaders of the garrison
concluded :

This is our last letter; we will wait five days longer, and we can hold
out no more. . . . Our nature is like that of all men; we can suffer no
more than others. We are neither angels nor workers of miracles to
raise the dead or do impossible things. If any evil should happen, we
are not to blame, nor has God to condemn us in anything.

The document was signed by seven ' patriots' and confirmed by
Colonel Fabvier. It was afterwards proved that these statements
were false:" that there were food and powder enough to last for
months; but this could not of course be known at the time to
either Church or Cochrane, though the Greek generals evidently
had their suspicions. The admiral naturally redoubled his endea-
vours in favour of an immediate march to save the beleaguered
garrison. His letters from the arrival of this despatch to the
ill-fated battle of 6 May display his well-known impetuosity; his
utter (and not unwarranted) distrust of the Greek leaders, whom
he could neither understand nor manage; and his determination
to force an action at any cost. On 28 April he wrote to Church :

' People on the Phalere will not advance into the centre of the plain,
being, as they are, unbelievers in the advance of the army on Athens.' On
the 24th : ' Forty-eight hours, and the question of relieving Athens is at a
ĉloser— I-have-told- Kariaskaky-[aic]-what I-think-oL-the^state of affairs,
and I have made up my mind to act accordingly—taking upon me all the
responsibility of not looking longer on at insignificant tambour disputes,
whilst it seems resolved by the Greeks themselves not to march to the
relief of Athens.'

For the next few days his lordship found a safety-valve for his zeal
in forcing the Greeks to remove their camp, as has been stated,
from Phorpn to the Peiraeus, and then in razing the monastery
of St. Spiridion; but as soon as these matters were arranged he
returned to the attack (28 April):

1 Pray let me know if the army will or will not advance, and if that
advance will take place before to-morrow evening.' 29th: ' A direct march
on Athens and return by another road is the only means of averting total
destruction to the garrison and to Greece.'

At 8 on the following evening, 80 April, the admiral despatched
the following ultimatum to the commander-in-chief: ' I leave this
to-morrow:—1st, if the army will not march, on a false attack
being made elsewhere by the squadron; indly, if 2,000 men, in lieu

" This is folly confirmed by Pinlay (vi. 409, 482), who ascribes the disinters at
Athens largely to Fabvier's unscrupulous resolution to get onfr of the AoropoUs after
Chureh'i appointment to the command-in-chief.
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504 SIR RICHARD CHURCH July

thereof, do not embark and proceed direct to Athens; Brdly, if no
other reasonable plan is to be adopted and to be put in execution before
the morning of 2 May. And this I shall do as certainly as I live to
put my determination in execution.'

The last extract is here printed in italics, because so extraordi-
nary an interference of an admiral in military strategy ought to
be signalised, and also because the passionate gallantry which dic-
tated it was the main cause of the disaster that befell the Greeks
a week later. Church was, no coward, nor no Fabius neither, but
he saw the hopelessness of the hasty admiral's tactics, and, sup-
ported by all the Greek commanders, he tried to wait for his op-
portunity, instead of forcing fortune. But Cochrane was resolute ;
let them act, he said, or off he would instantly sail49 and leave the
whole force of nearly 10,000 men to starve or be massacred; and
thus it happened that at two councils of war, held in the early days
of May, the fatal forward movement was planned and agreed to.
It was against Church's judgment; but even the Greek generals
had given in, and as they were to arrange the details the archi-
strategos considered himself bound to stand aside.

At this juncture Karaiskakes was killed in a skirmish (4 May),
and this threw a new responsibility upon the chief. So long as
this officer lived, Church had been considerately deferent to his
views and susceptibilities, and had done his utmost to conciliate a
man naturally jealous and difficult to manage. He had left him
this rank as commander-in-chief in Attica; and so great was his
desire for unity and conciliation, that the Greek soldier, in con-
sideration of his undoubted services and military talents, had far
more than his due weight in the councils of war. It was to this
that Lord Cochrane referred when he wrote to Church (80 April),
' Nothing will be done by the army, so long as Kariaskaki com-
mands it in reality.' There can be little doubt that part, at leaBt,
of the ill success of the war in Attica was due to the generalissimo's
exaggerated deference to Karaiskakes. Divided commands seldom
succeed; and with Karaiskakes arguing one way, and Cochrane
another, it must have appeared obvious to every spectator that the
Greeks needed one head, and that head ashore. Church had an
opportunity of assuming the complete and direct command after
the massacre of the garrison of St. Spiridion, which afforded an
ample pretext for depriving Karaiiakakes of any post requiring
caution and forethought; but his kindly nature restrained him.
Now that the Greek general was dead, he at length took the actual
command; but it was too late to rouse a new spirit in the army,

" Diary ot 0. Fallon, AJD.C, 6 May. Tricoupi, iv. 66, signalises the arrogance
with which Cochrane forced hiB rash scheme upon the council, and his habitual
rejoinder to every argument, ' that he would take off ship* and money and leave
Greece to perish.1
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1890 SIR RICHARD CHURCH 505

as he might have done had he taken his rightful place from the
beginning. It needed every prompting of enthusiastic patriotism
to induce a few thousand ill-fed and worse-armed Greeks to march
against ten times their number of Turks; yet this was what had
to be done, in cold blood, and without a spark of enthusiasm, three
days later.

On the day after the death of Karaiskakes, preparations were
pressed forward for the attack on the rear of the besiegers, advanc-
ing from the south, in accordance with Lord Cochrane's plan. The
choice of the ground and the disposition of the troops were entirely
in the hands of the Greek commanders, who said that they were
the best judges of the country and position, and who declined to go
into action on any other terms. Every detail had previously been
drawn up by Karaiskakes and his colleagues at two councils of war.
At sunset on 5 May, the embarkation began, but it was not till 3
in the morning that the landing on the coast beyond Cape Kolias,
famous for the wrecking of the Persian fleet after Salamis, could
be commenced, and daylight overtook them before the expedition
of 8,000 infantry (with no cavalry, and only two or three small
mountain guns) was ashore. As the sun rose, Captain Fallon went
forward and reconnoitred the position. He found the first line of
the Greeks pushed forward in the plain, to within about a mile of
Athens ; the reserves, about three-quarters of a mile to the rear;
and between them, a line of badly connected tambours.*3 Already
he could perceive the Turkish cavalry massing in the distance.

It was clear that as a surprise—a rush by night to the relief of
the Acropolis—the expedition was already a failure. Even if there
had been the least chance of success so near daybreak, that chance
had been thrown away and the brief moments wasted in throwing
up ineffectual earthworks, instead of pressing forward at all
hazards. What remained to be done did not rest with General
Church; it had been pre-arranged by the council of war under the
direction of Karaiskakes. The Greeks were to take to the rocky
ground to the south and Bouth-west of the Acropolis, and hold the
position till night, when they and the 7,000 troops left on the
Phalerum, and the 1,800 men in the Acropolis (who had been duly
informed of the movement), would make a simultaneous desperate
onslaught upon the Turks from all sides. In accordance with
these orders, the Greeks strengthened their works (if slight mounds,
thrown up with a totally inadequate supply of engineering tools,
deserve the name) to some extent, but do not appear to have taken
up higher ground; they remained in the same positions till past
noon. All this time the Turkish cavalry was gathering in force,
and their infantry was also on the march. Church quickly saw
that it was hopeless to try to hold his ground unaidsd, and he sent

a Diary, 6 May. See the accompanying Plan, drawn at the time by an eyewitness.
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repeated orders ** to General Zavellas, who was in command of the
7,000 men left at the Phalerum, to advance to the attack from the
other side. This was evidently what the Turkish general expected:
he would not have spared Church's exposed and inadequate force of
8,000 men so long unless he had regarded their movement as a feint
to mask a general action. But Zavellas was deaf to the requests of
the commander-in-chief, and blind to the necessities of the situa-
tion. No movement was made from the Phalerum, and the Turks,
advanced with increased confidence upon the Greek positions on
the Museum hill within two hours after noon. The patriots, with
few exceptions, made no manner of stand: General Vasso was the
first to take to bis heels, and Costa Botzaris seems to have been
little bolder;4S some companies ran without firing, others fired
wildly and then ran, others got rid of their ammunition safely
before the enemy had come within double musket range ; all save
a few Suliots were speedily in full flight, and two out of every three
were overtaken and slain. Such was the ' battle of Athens' of
6 May, 1827.

Church had viewed the scene, and given such orders as were
possible, from a small redoubt at the church of St. George of the
Tria Pyrgi near the shore. Cochrane Btayed there with him until
all was over, and the flight of the Greeks summoned him to his
ships to assist and protect the embarkation. At last the general-
issimo was forced to leave too; those of his troops who had escaped
the scimetar were on the beach or among the rocks, where the
Turks could not easily reach them, and the lives of the general
staff were in imminent peril from the presence of bodies of Turkish
cavalry in close proximity to their slender shelter. There was
nothing for it but to retire. The fugitives were skilfully taken
on board the ships under the fire of the Turks without the
loss of a single man; the dejected expedition sailed back to the
Phalerum; and here ended the first period of Sir E. Church's
campaign in Greece.

So far it had been remarkable chiefly for a great disaster. Yet on
Church's behalf it may fairly be urged that what success there
was, was his doing, and what failure there was cannot be set down
to his discredit. He had succeeded in uniting the rival parties in
Greece; he had strengthened the army in Attica; and after the
defeat of 6 May he had brought off the remainder of his troops
without loss under the enemy's fire.46

The battle of Athens was not of his choosing, nor were the dis-
44 No mention is made of these orders in Finlay's history, but Tricoupi, iv. 66,

comments on Zavellas's gross insubordination.
*» Fallon's Diary.
" This account of Church's conduct of the war in Attica is derived from his own

narrative and letters, and from his A.D.C., Fallon's Diary. It differs Seriously from.
Finlay's version, which can hardly be acquitted of the charge of unfairness.
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positions of the troops his: the battle was forced on by Coohrane,
and the dispositions were arranged by Karaiskakes, in the council of
war. The only criticism that can fairly be put upon General
Church is that under the conditions he should not have accepted
the command. He should have been chief in action as well as in
name, or never chief at all. The divided power, the independence
of Karaiskakes (which formed a precedent for Zavellas's subsequent
disobedience of orders)., the interference of the high admiral—
these were causes enough to paralyse the energies of any man,- and
Church, for his own name's sake, ought never to have exposed him-
self to the trial. But the general was one of those men who do not
think of themselves, but of a great cause. To him, the libera-
tion of Greece was a holy war, and he felt that to withdraw from it,
even temporarily and under extreme provocation, might be doing
an injury hard to be endured in that time of disaster and despair.
So he had held on, despite the opposition and foolhardy policy of
others, the blame of which would surely fall upon himself, and so
he would continue to hold on for the sake of Greece.

It was after the disastrous battle of Athens that .Church's re-
markable qualities as a leader of undisciplined troops came into full
play.47 So far he had felt himself compelled for the general good to.
take almost a secondary part, while Cochrane and Karaiskakes prac-
tically guided the councils of war. But now the jealous Greek
commander was dead, and the admiral had sailed away to concentrate
his ships, in view of a possible approach of the Turkish fleet, leaving
Church to do the best he could to ' prevail on the dastardly gang to
hold the Phalerum,' or if not, to ' get away from the scene of their
disgrace.' This was the usual tone of impatient Philhellenes, who
tried to work miracles with a handful of disorganised volunteers,
and then reviled them because the miracles were not worked. Such
was not Church's way. He had every cause to be disheartened by
his first few weeks' experience, but he was not the man to lose
courage at the first reverse, or to despair of the cause to which he
was pledged because the instruments he had to use were imperfect.
The bad workman proverbially complains of his tools : Church pre-
ferred to make the best of them ; and if it cannot be averred that
he ever produced a perfect edge, at least no one but him succeeded
in keeping them from rusting altogether.

After the retreat on 6 May, a scene of panic and despair pre-

4* The authorities for this period of General Church's career are too numerous to
be as a rule individually cited. They consist in a voluminous correspondence with
the principal leaders in Greece at the time, besides the Philhellene Committees out-
aide Greece; in Church's own memoirs and narratives; and in various letters and
reports from most of the chief actors in the revolutionary movement. A special
debt of gratitude must be acknowledged to Canon Church's notes and analysis of cor-
respondence, and to his article ' The Greek Frontier, how it was won in 1829,' in the
Neu Quarterly Magazine, July 1879.
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vailed throughout the camp, and taxed to the utmost the general's
powers of persuasion and control. Many of the Peloponnesians
deserted ; -the rest could not be induced at first to touch a spade or a
musket; and the fleet had sailed away, leaving hardly more than
8,000 disheartened half-starved Greeks exposed to the inclemency
of the elements (for they had no tents on the heights of the
Phalerum), and to the assaultB of at least 80,000 Turks, who could
probably drive them bodily into the sea at any moment. Amid
the murmurs of the chiefs and the open rebellion of the men, the
general alone retained his coolness and cheerful confidence. He
possessed no military authority over troops who were mere volun-
teers, neither enrolled nor regularly paid by the government, and
scarcely even fed; he had to trust only to hia personal ascendency
and the respect and enthusiasm which his well-known courage, his
devotion to Greece, and his invincible patience and kindliness
inspired in his followers. So great, however, was this influence,
that he contrived to keep his dejected little army in position on the
Phalerum (or Munychia) for three weeks, without pay or adequate
provisions, and in presence of an overwhelming force of the enemy ;
and at last he only drew off his men because they were running
short of water, and were doing no real good in their cramped
situation.

When he had resolved to make a move, he took a farewell
survey of the scene.

Early on the morning of 27 May [to quote his own narrative], the
general-in-chief walked round the entrenchments of the Phalerum, and
when on the summit of this renowned hill, once an impregnable fortress,
the glorious surrounding scenery impressed his mind with the most
powerful sensations: Athens on one side, closely blockaded by a barbarous
multitude incessantly occupied in discharging ponderous volleys of heavy
artillery against the Acropolis, shells bursting over the Parthenon; in
front of the Phalerum the long line of the Turkish camp stretching from
the sea near Cape Kolias to the Peiraeus, forming almost a semicircle,
in order the better to envelop the few Greek troops posted in their front;
the immense number of standards and of tents of all colours, the plain
covered with horses, mules, camels, and sheep; on the other side, the
island of Salamis, always ready to receive the Greeks when driven out of
Attica; further off the mighty Geraneion and Mount Oenion, the bulwarks
of Peloponnesus; and Aegina directly in front, whence came Aiistides to
aid his immortal rival in their efforts for the salvation of their country on
the awful night preceding the battle of Salamis.

The Greeks who accompanied their general were evidently im-
pressed with the scene and its associations, and it was with a Bore
sense of the contrast between the past and the present that they
retraced their steps, and prepared to leave the historic soil of
Attica.
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On the same night all was in readiness, and at daybreak o n
the 28th the embarkation was in rapid progress. By the time the
Turks, who had early become aware of the movement, were on the
heights of the Phalerum, three-fourths of the Greeks were on
board the Ipsariot flotilla, which Church had managed to procure
from Aegina ; and so skilfully had all the arrangements been,
planned, and so well directed was the covering fire of the Greeks
among the rocks, that the whole army was safely embarked without
the loss of a single man, in spite of the efforts of a strong and
exasperated force of the enemy under Reshid Pasha in person. The
troops were landed at Salamis, and Church established his head-
quarters at Aegina.

One of his aides-de-camp, who had been with him throughout
the campaign, wrote not long afterwards4S that

considering the measures he has adopted, the incredible difficulties he has
had to overcome, particularly in the total want of pay and provisions for
his troops, he has effected more than any other person could have done
under similar circumstances, through the extraordinary firmness of
character he possesses, and the popular feeling, particularly of the army,
in his favour; which has enabled him to perform the almost incredible
task of keeping an armed force together without pay or subsistence.

VIII. 1827-9.

During the next few months matters remained very much in
statu, quo. The Turks were to a great extent paralysed by the
action of the allies. England, France, and Russia signed the
Treaty of London for the pacification of Greece, 6 July, and sent
their fleets to the Levant to put pressure upon the Turks and
Egyptians. Further, they declared an armistice to exist between
the belligerents, which the Greeks accepted and the Turks refused.
Nevertheless, when Captain Hastings, acting for the Greeks, de-
stroyed a Turkish flotilla at Salona, it was not regarded as a breach
of the armistice which the Greeks had accepted; but when Ibrahim
Pasha, who had rejected it, sent a squadron to the gulf of Corinth to
punish Hastings, it was turned back by the allies : such were the
principles of this singular neutrality. Meanwhile, on shore both
sides were inactive. Ibrahim took a few forts, but struck no
decisive blow; and the Greeks, without money, and short of ammu-
nition and food, either tendered a temporary submission, or gathered
in disorderly bands under their favourite chiefs, and indulged in
local depredations for their private behoof. There was no unity,
no organisation, and little public spirit. The executive government
was weak and divided; th9 treasury was empty. The better sort
of patriots awaited anxiously the long-delayed arrival of the new
president, Count John Capodistrias.

° C. Pallon, AJXG., to Bt. Hon. R. Wilmot Horton, Borne, U Nov. 1828.
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Under such circumstances Church, with all his energy and
influence, could effect little to good purpose. He had not, however,
been idle. Before leaving Attica he had taken three measures,
each of which showed remarkable foresight and was fraught with
important issues. The first was the establishment of a Greek camp
at the Great Derven on Mount Geraneion, which effectually pre-
vented the entrance of Reshid Pasha's army into the Peloponnesus
and his junction with Ibrahim after the surrender of the Acropolis on
5 June. The second was the despatch of most of his Peloponnesian
volunteers back to their homes, where they were instructed to en-
courage their neighbours, and prepare for a general rising. The
third was the result of a long-considered plan. From the beginning,
as has been seen, Church had anxiously debated where he could
best create a diversion to draw off the Turks from Attica. Two
ideas occurred to him : one was a descent upon eastern Greece
and Negropont, with the view to attacking Reshid in the rear, and
cutting off his supplies both by sea and land; the other was a
landing in Akarnania, where the western provinces could be raised,
the Albanians' disaffection to the Turks fomented into an alliance
with the Greeks, and the Ottoman garrisons starved into surrender.
Neither of these plans was approved at first by the Greek govern-
ment, and it may be doubted whether in the spring of 1827 trans-
ports or money could have been provided for any considerable
expedition, jr whether political events had yet created a favourable
opportunity for such movements as Church contemplated. Still,
he never lost sight of his design, and when he began to take steps
for abandoning the position on the Phalerum one of his first pro-
ceedings was to prepare for a descent upon western Greece by
sending a few men to stir up the people of Akarnania.

The result of this small mission was the seizure by Demozelio
of an island in the lake of Lessini, near the Achelous (Aspropotamos),
which he defended so well (partly with guns which had belonged to
Byron and been buried on the island) that six months later Church
found hjun in full possession, despite a long Turkish blockade; and
the same creditable defence was maintained by Demetrius Makri
at the neighbouring Mount Zygos. Such was the insignificant
beginning of a movement which led to the liberation of western
Greece and the eventual enlargement of the boundaries of the
emancipated kingdom.

This first small step could not be immediately followed up.
Church's task after his retreat from Attica was diplomatic rather
than military: he had to reconcile as best he could rival chiefs,
inspire a better and more disinterested public spirit, and try every
resource for the replenishment of the treasury and the commis-
sariat. It was uphill work enough, in the divided state of parties and
the jealous clan-spirit of the insubordinate military chiefs; but his
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tact and conciliatory manner, his genial treatment of his old
followers—rather as a father over a pack of unruly children than
•as a commanding officer—his strong moral influence, probably
effected all that was possible under the circumstances. It may be
questioned whether he made his authority sufficiently feared ; but
he certainly gained the love and respect of his men, and retained
their devotion when all other commanders despaired of keeping any
•force together. To him was chiefly due the maintenance of the
important camp at Mount Geraneion and the support of the
garrisons at Acrocorinthus, Balamis, Megara, and elsewhere. Even
with all his efforts a steady advance of Turks and Egyptians must
infallibly have overwhelmed the Greeks ; and to their inactivity and
the English policy which culminated in the battle of Navarino,
Greece owed her freedom.

The plan of an expedition to eastern Greece and the Negro-
pont was again proposed in July, but fell through for want of
•money and provisions. The descent upon Akarnania remained to
"be tried. The Turks and Egyptians were so busy in devastating
Attica and the Peloponnesus that their regular troops had almost
deserted western continental Greece; and Cochrane told Church
in August (with bis usual reckless exaggeration) that the whole
country between Prevesa and Mesolonghi was up in arms, and added,
' Were you present, the Turks would soon be driven from all their
possessions on the northern shore of the gulf of Corinth.' The
admiral accordingly urged Church to carry out ' your firBt plan ; '
forgetting doubtless how strenuously he had opposed that plan at
the outset. In the existing state of affairs, political, financial, and
military, it was impossible to muster an army for western Greece at
a week's notice; but throughout the autumn measures were care-
fully matured with a view to that expedition. Provision had first
to be made for the defence of the Greek positions in the
Peloponnesus; the jealousies of the military leaders had to be
appeased; -rrpocrKvvovfxsvot, or Greeks who had paid forced sub-
mission to the enemy, had if possible to be drawn over to the
patriotic side and protected from the revenge of the Egyptians and
the resentment of stronger-minded patriots; the universal lust of
pillage had to be mitigated; and in all these matters Church, as
commander-in-chief, was the prime arbiter and referee. So dis-
tressing to his upright nature were the petty squabbles and dis-
honesties of the chiefs, that he declared bitterly that he would
rather meet a column of Turks than a petition of contumacious
Greeks. At last the news of the battle of Navarino (20 Oct.)
brought matters to a crisis. The disaster to the Turks, and the
obvious sympathy of the great powers with the Greeks, revived the
national spirit in all parts of Hellas. Now, said Cochrane, was
the moment to act; and his words found a welcoming echo in the

S3 Vol. 5
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heart of General Church. He at once took measures for the long-
desired expedition: wrote (-̂ - Nov.) to Captain Hastings to bring
his flotilla out of the gulf of Corinth to Cape Papas, at the
extreme west of Achaia, and prepare to transport a force across the
gulf of Lepanto to Akarnania. He could not fix a day for the
rendezvous," he said, because a large force of the enemy's cavalry
was reported to coinmand the plains of Elis, but he would start
immediately. Delayed by the necessity of manoeuvring to avoid
the cavalry, by want of money and ammunition, and by heavy
rains, he did not reach Cape Papas till 28 Nov. The march across,
through the mountains of Achaia, had been difficult and perilous,

WESTERN CRBXCK

and the ravines of Mount Olonos had become almost impassable
with their swollen torrentB. Food was often hard to procure, for
the wretched villagers knew not at first which was their worse
enemy, the Egyptians or the palikari, and it needed all Church's
patience and kindness to convince them of his goodwill. On the
26th he arrived at the convent of Philokali, overlooking the plain of
the Kamenitza, and here he dismissed the Peloponnesians, whom
(for want of necessary supplies) he did not intend to take over with
him, to the number of 4,000 or 5,000, and keeping only the 1,200

• Finlay's implied reproach (vii. 22) for delay is vitiated by Choroh'a having
forewarned Hastings of hia inability to fix a date for their meeting.
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Eumeliota led by Botzaris he marched across the Elian plain,
through heavy swamps in which the men sank almost to their
shoulders, to Cape Papas at the very moment when Ahmed Pasha
was bringing his cavalry over the Kamenitza.

Then [on 29 Nov.] with a force which he had gradually sifted, like
Gideon's host, till he retained with him only 1,000 men, the number which
Hastings undertook to carry across, he made a landing at Dragomestre
[Astakos] on the Akarnanian coast in two divisions of 600 men, [the Becond
crossing on 6 Dec.] His purpose was to raise the country on both sides
of the Aspropotamos, and to occupy the gulf of Arta and the range of
Makrinoros, certain that by so doing he should cut the communication
with Mesolonghi and the gulf of Lepanto, and force the garrisons to sur-
render. And, beyond that, he hoped, if sufficiently supported, to throw a
force upon the northern coast of Epirus, to distract the attention of the
Turks at Joannina by giving encouragement to the disaffected northern
Albanians, or at least to raise the districts of Farga, Souli, and Arta,
And to threaten Prevesa by land, while a naval force co-operated in the
attack.80

At tbiH time the Turks were undisputed masters of continental
Greece. Cochrane's enthusiastic report of the rising of the whole
western country was not confirmed by Church's personal observa-
tion. On the contrary, most of the Greek chiefs who had submitted
to the Turks after the fall of Mesolonghi still remained in their
service, and in many cases their patriotism was narrowed to a
cautious balancing of-thechances of success: they would join the
-winning side, but were not disposed to espouse the national cause
hastily, lest worse evils should befall them even than those they
had already suffered. The chances of success seemed very small
for the little force at Dragomestre. Operating from Joannina,
Arta, and Prevesa, the Turks held a chain of fortified posts—whether
loopholed khans, walled monasteries, or mere villages and breast-
works commanding the mountain tracks—all the way from their
garrisons at Mesolonghi and Anatolico on the gulf of Lepanto to
the forts of Vonitza and Kervassara on the gulf of Arta, and then
across the Makrinoros range to Kombotti and Prevesa. Had they
attacked Church's small force at once, there could hardly have
been a doubt of their success. But their regular troops were
considerably diminished, probably in view of the coming war
with Russia, and the rivalries of their chief commanders destroyed
all unity of action. Church was accordingly allowed to land
unopposed, and once established on shore it did not take him long
to convert Dragomestre into a sort of humble Torres Vedras—a
base of operations against the Turks in western Greece. In this
he was favoured by the natural position of the place. The land

" O. M. Church, New Quarterly Review, July 1879, pp. 9,10. The accompanying
map will illustrate the positions occupied by the Greeks.
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approach, across mountain passes, marshes, and dense forests,
offered every obstacle to an enemy; the rocky bays and inlets of
the coast presented dangers to a naval attack; and the Paleo
Castro and monastery of St. Elia possessed the elements of strong
forts. Church lost no time in improving these advantages. H&
quickly constructed breastworks and redoubts of the ordinary
native sort (loopholed walls of loose stone, surrounded by abattis
of trees and brushwood), strengthened the monastery and castro,
and formed an entrenched camp, armed with a few guns. He
wrote to the government (14 Dec.):

We have worked incessantly in throwing up field-works and in
strengthening our position, as far as is in our power to do so. I have
bought some prize guns—six, nine, and twelve pounders,—iron guns, from
Captain Hastings, with which it is my intention to arm some excellent
boats acting with the army under brave and patriotio captains and crews.
It is my intention, as far as it is in my power, to make this place,
Dragomestre, a base d'opirations for western Greece, from whence to
proceed, with God's aid, to the recovery of the whole of this beautiful
province from the Turkish domination. This must be effeoted by the
patriotic and energetio co-operation with me of its warlike Greek popula-
tion, by my having a flotilla in the golf of Arta, and by my being pro-
vided with provisions.

Having made Dragomestre as safe as he could, Church began
to reconnoitre the country, intercept Turkish convoys and mes-
sengers (sometimes with striking success), and raise the Greek
chiefs of the neighbourhood. Foremost of all came in the valiant
Demozelio, who had held the island of Lessini unsupported for
six months, but was now relieved by the retreat of the blockading
Turks upon the news of Church's landing. To induce the other
chiefs to join demanded tact and resolution. They must be taught
that this new expedition was no filibustering raid, and therefore
the camp must be kept in order and no depredations permitted.
They must be convinced that the expedition was destined to triumph,
and therefore no chance muBt be given to the Turks of the smallest
success. Fortunately for these objects, the troops behaved well,
and the Turks retired instead of advancing. The consequence was
the speedy adhesion of various Greek chieftains who had not
hitherto ventured to throw off their Turkish yoke, or who had hidden
themselves in the mountains in despair of ever again striking
a blow for independence.

Staicos raised the Greek standard on his castled crag of Vlochos
(Thermos), the Aetolian capital, which commanded the plains of Vrachori,
and cut off convoys and detachments passing to and from Mesolonghi.
Makres of Apokoros and Makriyannes of Zygos brought up their men to
join Staicos. Zonga, a large sheepmaster, whose possessions lay round
Vonitza and the peninsula of Actium, came in with 600 followers. Varna-
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Hottes, the chief man of Xeromeros, the western district of Akarnania, led
800 of his men by night through the Turkish position, and joined the
camp [now formed by Church] at Mitika [on the north-west coast, near
the gulf of Arta]. Andreas Iskos, chief of Valtos, who held the passes
of Makrinoros, made promises of coming over as soon as the Greek force
was strong enough to make it safe for him to leave the Turks.81

Church had now something like 8,000 men under his command,
not indeed regular soldiers, but still hardy mountaineers who could
be employed with effect in a guerilla warfare such as was in
contemplation. ' I t is an army of volunteers,' he wrote to the
president, 18 Feb., ' and every man serves- under the chief he likes
best, being neither enlisted, enrolled, nor subject to articles of war,
nor has the general legal right to command or punish; so it must
be while they are not regularly paid, fed, nor clothed by the govern-
ment—such is the nature of the army. I have had to struggle
with the Turks for the liberation of Greece, and the difficulties I
have had to encounter are incredible; but I must say in justice to
those brave men, that I have rarely had to find fault with them,
and they have followed me under the most trying circumstances.'
A second force of 1,200 men had also under his instructions effected
a landing within the gulf of Lepanto, opposite the little island of
Trisognia.52 The main difficulty was to provision the troops. The
government had little money, or at all events sent little; the country
around Dragomestre could not supply the wants of the army and
of the numerous families who took refuge under Church's protection;
and for the pay of the troops recourse was had to the Philhellenic
commission at Corfu, whose funds, however, were much smaller than
rumour asserted. It may be stated, once for all, that from the begin-
ning to the end of the campaign Church's army was never adequately
provisioned or paid; that the money, clothes, tents, supplies, and
reinforcements repeatedly promised by the government of Aegina,
in response to the general's urgent remonstrances, never arrived,
or only came in miserable driblets; and that again and again the
whole expedition was threatened with total collapse in consequence
of the negligence and incapacity of the central authorities. These
charges could be proved in all their miserable details, were the
proof worth the space.53

In spite of these hindrances, Church resolved on a forward
movement. And here he again encountered the vexation of a

" C. M. Church, Lc 10. a Sir B. Church to Captain Hastings, 38 Dec. 1827.
a E$. in January 1,000 Bumeliots were promised, but never came ; in May 1,200

Peloponnesians, never came; in June 2,000 men with artillery, never came ; in July
8,000 men countermanded, to lie idle at Megara, and only 260 arrived in the following
April, 4o. As to money, all the president tent was 14,000 franca, 20,000 dollars, and
150,000 piastres—say 7.000Z.—with which to keep and pay 8,000 officers and men for
more than a year. In January 1828 the pay of the men had been in arrears since
March 1827. In November 1828, again, they had been four months without pay.
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divided command. His plan of seizing the golf of Arta and the
Makrinoros required naval co-operation.54 Captain Hastings, how-
ever, had other views for his flotilla—he took possession68 of the
island of Vasiladi in the lagune of Mesolonghi, and wished to reduce
the fortress of Anatolico. In spite of his better judgment, Church
deferred to his colleague's desire, postponed his own design, and
assisted in an expedition against Anatolico, which, owing to a
fatal miscalculation of the defences,86 was unsuccessful. Upon
this, Hastings hurriedly retreated to Dragomestre, whither, after
providing for the defence of Vasiladi, Church followed. The
failure was embittered by a misunderstanding between the two
commanders, which, though afterwards corrected, deprived the
army of Hastings's co-operation for a while.87 Whatever differences
may have subsisted between them, the general and Hastings loyally
co-operated in the second fruitless attack upon Anatolico, made at
the president's urgent solicitation, when the gallant seaman received
the mortal wound (25 May) which broke up the siege.

During the summer of 1828 little was done by the small army in
western Greece, which had indeed enough to do to keep itself alive
at all, so dire was its distress for lack of food, clothes, and shelter.
It was now stationed at the entrenched camp of Mitika, as being
more convenient than Dragomestre for the movements now in con-

H Sir B. Choroh to Captain Hastings, 12 Deo. 1827. Beports to President,
18 and 22 February.

" Captain Hastings to Sir B. Church, 21 Deo. 1827.
" Captain Hastings to Sir B. Church, 4 Jan. 1828.
•' ' Captain Hastings, who possessed the noblest qualities of the head and heart,

had unfortunately a hastiness of temper and manner which at times rendered co-
operation with him difficult. At Vasiladi a misunderstanding took place between him
and the general-in-chief which led to a disagreeable correspondence between them and
probably to the want of success of the operation attempted against Anatolico on this
occasion. The misunderstanding arose in the first instance on the general expressing
surprise at being invited by Captain Hastings to pay him 2,000 dollars after the reduc-
tion of Vasiladi, as a remuneration to the crews of the vessels employed against that
place ; in the next place, on a question of sending boats for some troops. The com-
mander of the naval forces conceived that the general was interfering with his
department, and expressed himnaif to that effect in a way which produced a quick
reply. Both officers having the good of the service at heart, this unpleasant affair
was soon terminated amicably. It must be said to the honour of Captain Huntings
that he had put himself to great inconvenience for a considerable time past in provid-
ing resources from his own funds for paying the crew of the steam-vessel under his
orders, and he was at this moment so far disgusted-with the little attention paid to
his wants by the provisional government, that it had affected his mind considerably ;
and to this feeling must be attributed his intemperate conduct at Vasiladi.' There*
were no funds wherewith to meet Hastings'a demand for 2,000 dollars. This is
Church's own account of the quarrel. It is clear, however, from Hastings's letter
(printed in Finlay, History of Greece, vii. 844-5) that other disputes ooourred, arising
from the dishonesty of some of the Greek chiefs, who appear to have sold their
rations at a time when every ounce of flour was precious. That Church countenanced
such proceedings is of course impossible to believe, but it is far from unlikely that
his trustful nature was imposed upon by the proverbial duplicity of the Greeks.
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templation against Prevesa and the gulf of Arta. The roadstead
was good, and the neighbourhood of the Ionian island of Kalamo,
where many Greek families had taken refuge, was an advantage.
Church established various positions in the mountains and harassed
the communications of the enemy. The Turks held their line of
fortified posts from Arta to Mesolonghi, and, though more than
once threatening to advance, never ventured upon a serious attack,
in which they could hardly have failed of success. The Greek
army was suffered, as Church wrote, to ' take root; ' and rooted
it remained on the coast until reinforcements and a flotilla should
render more active measures practicable. President Capodistrias
viBited the camp in person in July, reviewed the troops with
apparent satisfaction, approved (15 July) the general's plan of
occupying the gulf of Arta and the Makrinoros, and promised the
reinforcements necessary to raise the army to 6,000 men.*8 Yet it
was not until 16 September that the long-expected flotilla arrived,
and even then ' not a.soldier or a gun was sent to the land force,
though more than 8,000 men were being drilled and paraded in
the camp at Megara.'

Church resolved to wait no longer for reinforcements that would
apparently never come, and in defiance of the president's order to
postpone all military operations pending the conferences of the
allies then being held at Poros, he opened the campaign with his
2,000 half-starved soldiers and four field-pieces, early in October.
Moving upon the gulf of Arta in two divisions (the second com-
manded by Baron Dentzel), and valiantly supported by the flotilla
of two steamers, a gunboat, and some Hydriot mistikos, which
forced the entrance to the gulf, under the fire of the batteries of
Prevesa and Punta, and defeated or captured the Turkish gunboats,
Church seized and garrisoned Koronisi, beat back two assaults of
the Turks of Arta, and made himself master of the gulf. Dentzel
and Zavellas then struck inland, drove the Turks out of the
provinces of Apokoros and Kravari, and seized the mountain road
which crosses the Pindus to Trikkala; but were recalled by the
president, whose orders were peremptory that no further advance
should be made beyond the line of the Makrinoros. Meanwhile

" It is not necessary here to review the oonduot and policy of Capodistrias; but,
while there can be no doubt that he neglected to Bnpport Church and repeatedly broke
his promises of supplies and reinforcements, it is only fair to add that the president
was in an extremely difficult position, and his conduct was often guided by the hard
dictates of necessity. Especially awkward was it for him to have to discuss measures
for the pacification of Greece with the ambassadors of the three allies at Poros, when
an armistice was supposed to exist and the French army was peaceably expelling the
Egyptians from the Peloponnesus, and at the same time to have to support, or appear
to support, the generalissimo of the Greek army, who was bent upon active hostilities,
despite all armistices and all diplomatic negotiations. There is no doubt, moreover,
that his visit to Church's camp in July had impressed him with a strong feeling
against the wild disorganised bands of palikari who passed there as soldiers.'
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Church laid siege to Vonitza, an important post commanding the
way from Prevesa to Akarnania:

On Christmas Day an order of the day was given out fixing the assault
for the next day, and forbidding plunder of the town or ill treatment of
defenceless inhabitants, and an unanimous promise was made by the
soldiery to that effect. On the 27th the assault was made by the soldiers
in three divisions, and by the seamen from the boats : the fighting was
hot; but the town was taken, and the Albanian garrison was driven out
and shut up in the castle. After the capture, the troops faithfully kept
their promise, the evacuation of the town was carried out under the pro-
tection of the soldiers and sailors, and the garrison of the castle abstained
from firing until the evacuation was complete. But the castle of Vonitza
still held out in hopes of the promised relief from Prevesa. Lines were
drawn across the promontory of Actium, and manned and armed by the
Greek soldiers to meet the threatened attack of the SerasMer. He made
two attempts in February, by sea and land, but was driven back upon
Punta, and finally repulsed he retired to Prevesa. The castle capitulated
on honourable terms, on 17 March, and the Albanian garrison of 800
men was conducted safely to Punta.

As soon as this important post was gained, the general directed all
his efforts to an immediate advance upon the Makrinoros. The Makri-
noros is the range of mountains and forest wedged in between the head
of the gulf of Arta and the. deep-sunk bed of the Aspropotamos on the
east, falling down on the north-west side to Kombotti and the plain of
Arta, and running up north to join Mount Djumerka and the Epirote
chain; overlooking on the south the lakes of Ambrakia, and Ozeros, and
the Aspropotamos. The castle of Kervasara, lying at the foot of the
mountain, and in the south-eastern angle of the gulf, is the gate to the
mountain passes from Akarnania and the south. A road at the foot of
the cliffs, rough and precipitous, ' forms a pass like that of the Syrian
Gates, at the head of the bay of Scanderoon,' and winds along for a day's
journey by Menidhi to Kombotti on the plain of Arta ;. othe? roads cross
the mountain to Arta, and to Agrafa, and the Aspropotamos. Informa-
tion had reached the general that a convoy was at Kombotti, waiting for
an 63cort to cross the mountain to Kervasara. Leaving a garrison
in Vonitza, and Borne men to threaten Kervasara, he embarked by night,
25 March, with a detachment from Lutraki in the boats of the flotilla,
landed at Menidhi, midway on the cliff road, and seized the stations on the
road, while the boats went back to fetch another detachment. The men
climbing the western ravines during the night, surprised at daybreak a
Turkish outpost on the heights and drove them into the fortified post on the
plateau, the Paleo Castro of Makrinoros. Another body had been ordered
to make a circuit round Kervasara, and to advance as skirmishers up the
southern face of the mountain ; these finding the lower posts unoccupied,
pressed onwards to the ridge and closed round the Paleo Castro on the south
side. Through the course of the night and next morning the boats brought
over fresh men from Lutraki, and with these the general occupied the
heads of the ravines leading down to the plain of Arta, and sent forward a
division to occupy the plateau of Langadha, which commands the eastern
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slopes to the valley of the Aapropotamos. . . . The Turks had been com-
pletely surprised by the rapidity of the movement. That very day a convoy
of provisions f>rii\ money for Eervasara and Mesolonghi was to have crossed
the mountains, and troops from Kervasara had come up to the fortified
post on the ridge to meet the escort on its way, and to conduct it. But
the roads on both sides of the mountain had been Beized by the Greeks,
and the Turks found their way barred, without having means of knowing
what was the strength of the enemy which was on their road. The
Greeks, increasing in numbers as the boats brought up fresh men from
Lutraki, blockaded the garrison in the tower ; guns were brought up, the
tower bombarded by heavy guns from the gunboats, and on 29 March
the garrison surrendered on promise of safe-conduct.

The way over the mountain being secured, and all supplies cut
•off from the garrisons on the south side, their surrender was merely
a question of time. The Turks at Prevesa made no effort to save
them, and Kervasara, the gate of the province of Valtos, capitulated
on 7 April. The general then pushed forward along the ridges
between Kervasara and the fords of the Aspropotamos, and a
division was ordered to prepare to march on Mesolonghi, while he
himself returned to protect his position on the Makrinoros from a
probable attack of the Turks in Arta. As the result of these
measures Lepanto surrendered on 80 April, and Mesolonghi and
Anatolico on 17 May; when

the last body of Turkish troops was escorted by Varnakiotti and a
division of General Church's army through Akarnania to the gulf of
Arta and Prevesa, on their return to Albania. The evacuation of
Akarnania and Aetolia was now complete; and the Greeks held actual
possession by the force of their own arms of the natural frontiers of the
western provinces—the gulf of Arta and the Makrinoros defiles.

In June Sir Richard Church entered Mesolonghi as the true
liberator of western Greece.

HIH work was done. He had marked out for himself, two years before,
a plan of operations. He had tenaciously adhered to his purpose, and
successfully carried it out amidst discouragement, and opposition, and
countless difficulties. For eighteen months he had been at the head of
his bands of Eumeliot palikari, sharing their rough camp life, never
complaining, except for the wants of his men ; making the best of them,
keeping them together, and leading them to success; settling their
quarrels, and restraining their lawlessness by the justice and integrity
and chivalrous bearing of an English officer. It was no slight mark of
the influence he had acquired over his men that, after their savage war-
fare of years with the Turks, he was able to make them humane and
generous in their treatment of enemies. Bounties were given for Turkish
prisoners instead of Turkish heads; cattle taken from Greoks on the
Turkish side were restored or paid for; respect towards the enemy was
enforced in all communications and interviews that passed between the
•camps; the most generous treatment of the Albanian officers and men
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was shown after capitulation, and in each case the garrisons were con-
ducted in safety through the Greek camp without molestation or insult.8'

His final triumph was somewhat marred by the petty jealousy
of the president, who seized the moment of Church's success to
appoint his own brother Agostino Capodistrias—who can only be
described as a contemptible fool—lieutenant plenipotentiary in
western Greece, and who was at the time ornamentally parading at
Lepanto a large force of troops which was sorely needed to guard
the frontier. And so it happened that the man who received the
capitulation of Mesolonghi was not that ' liege lord of Philhellenes '
(to use Finlay's phrase) who had toiled and conquered, but the puny
nonentity who happened to be the brother of John Capodistrias.
The general protested against the insult, but no slight would have
induced him to abandon his duty. His work, however, was accom-
plished; western Greece was practically freed from the Turkish
domination, though he had to wait Bome time before he saw the
fruits of his successful struggle. With a clear conscience he attended
the National Assembly at Argos, 25 August 1829, and there re-
signed the command which had been conferred upon him two years
before, ' with an indignant protest against the way in which the
government of Capodistrias had neglected the army and thwarted
military operations.'

If it be asked, what was the result of Church's liberation of
western Greece ? the answer may be given in the words of one who,
in his ' History of Greece,' has striven his utmost to discredit Sir
Richard's services. Finlay was not always so grudging of appre-
ciation, and about 1840 he wrote to the general:

I well recollect the landing at Dragomestre, which at the time I
thought a desperate and even hopeless attempt with the small force you
had. I have long, however, seen that it was to that desperate step that
Greece owes the extension of her frontier. The 500 men induced Bomeli
to take arms, and prevented Capodistrias making the Morea Greece. You
gave him Bomeli in spite of himself, and you made Agostino a hero.

In other words, had western Greece not been Greek when the
frontier was being mapped out by the allies, the kingdom of
Greece would have been limited (as Lord Aberdeen and Capo-
distrias desired) to the Peloponnesus. The protocol of 8 Feb.
1880, 'in deference to the desire expressed by the Porte,' had
surrendered these very provinces which he had conquered, and by
the frontier line then drawn had excluded from free Greece the men
of Akarnania and Aetolia. This called forth from Church, in April
1880, an indignant letter which was published in England with
a preface by Wilmot Horton, who described it as ' the simple

» O. M. Church, Lo. 18-16.
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protest of a soldier who, in this breathing time of nations, ha&
pursued an unnoticed but not less brilliant career with a firmness
and self-devotion worthy of the brightest periods of European
history.' w He could not keep silence. His recollections were too
freah, as he said, of the efforts which had been made by the men
under his command to emancipate these provinces from the Turkish
yoke. They had given back to Greece her glorious Mesolonghi. He
had witnessed their joy at liberation—the happy meeting of women
and children restored to their fathers, husbands, brothers, and to
their homes, after .nine years of desolation. He had heard their
solemn and hearty thanks offered up to the Almighty, and seen
the fierce Albanians, on leaving the country in which they had
been fairly overcome, partaking of the bread of their conquerors,
embracing them gratefully for the good treatment they had received
at their hands, and declaring that the Greeks had a right to enjoy
the country they had won. So he recorded his solemn protest;

It is impossible [he wrote] to describe the despair of the people of this
country on the intimation that the limits of Greece, according to the new-
protocol, would exclude the whole of Akarnania and a part of Aetolia. . . .
I cannot believe that the generous interference of the allied powers is to be
brought to a conclusion by entailing upon Greece disasters of the most
serious nature—that, instead of giving her a frontier, they are about
to take one from her. . . . Lulled into a fatal security by the protocol of
22 March, the Greeks were unanimous in their gratitude to the allied
powers, and saw before them a fair prospect of becoming an independent
country, in the supposition that their frontier would be that of the line
from Volo to Arta. . . . This line and, far beyond it, the cantons of Agrafa
and the province of Aspropotamos are in the peaceable possession of the
Greeks ; and, before I left the camp of Makrinoros, we had fortified its
passes on the highroads leading from Trikkala, Arta, Prevesa, and Joan-
nina, to Vonitza, Mesolonghi, Lepanto, Salona, &c.

Are these people to be again given up to the Turks after having
fought for their liberty for nine years, and being ever the foremost in
every glorious exertion for the general emancipation of their country and
of Greece in general ? Will they submit to the Turks as their masters ?
From the knowledge that I have of their characters, and from what they
have suffered, I think they never will. Can the other Greeks, or ought
the other Greeks, to abandon them to their miserable fate ? I doubt i t ;
and what may not be apprehended from the desperate resolution of some
thousands of determined and veteran soldiers ? Blood will doubtless
flow before these men give up their country, their families, aud their
honour into the hands of the Turks.

The frontier for which he pleaded was granted to Greece two
years afterwarde. The frontier imposed in 1880 was rectified in
1882 by the efforts of Lord Palmerston and Sir Stratford Canning;
the boundaries from the gulf of Volo to the gulf of Arta were then

• Observations on an Eligible Line of Frontier for Greece. Bidgway, 1880.
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laid down, and the provinces which Church had won for the
Greeks were finally restored to them.

Here the military career of Sir Eichard Church comes to a
worthy end. For forty years more he lived at Athens, beloved and
respected by all who reverenced a loyal and upright character;
and there he died in 1878, in his ninetieth year, the centre of
a wide circle of friends, who delighted in being honoured with the
confidence ol ' the liege lord of Philhellenes.' The recollections of
his self-sacrificing and chivalrous career, stories of his justice,
integrity, and kindness, his hardihood and endurance, long lingered
among his Greek soldiers and contemporaries. To later genera-
tions the epitaph on his monument raised by the Greek nation
in the cemetery at Athens will be his abiding memorial:

BICHAED OHUBOH,

GENERAL,

WHO, HAVING GIVEN WTMHiJir.il' AND ALL THAT HE HAD

TO BB80UE A CHRISTIAN BADE

FEOM OPPBESSION,

AND TO MATTE! GREECE A NATION,

LIVED FOB HEB 8EBVTCE,

AND DIED AMONGST HEB PEOPLE,

BESTS HEBE IN PEACE AND FAITH.

1878.
STANLEY LANB-POOLE.
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